COLOR THIS SCENE!
Maze Race
Challenge a buddy to race to the center of the maze!
Personality Quiz
Take the quiz road map below to find out which Red Button friend you are most like!

Start Here:
If you had to pick a favorite color, it would be...

Yellow

Red

Something else

Pick a season: spring or winter?

Spring

Winter

Tots

Limeade

Grilled Cheese

Which sport would you prefer to watch or play?

Basketball

Soccer

Pick a season: spring or winter?

Spring

Winter

Which pet: cats or dogs?

Cats

Dogs

Art class or science class?

Art

Science

Would you rather eat pizza or ice cream?

Pizza

Ice Cream

Vanilla, chocolate, or strawberry ice cream?

Vanilla

Chocolate

Strawberry

Which sport would you prefer to watch or play?

Basketball

Soccer

Which pet: cats or dogs?

Cats

Dogs

Following the leader or being the leader?

Leader

Following

Which fun hobby: dancing, reading, or toy collecting?

Dancing

Reading

Toy Collecting

You are:
Luis

You are:
Cherie

You are:
Red Button
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Friendly Faces

Using the dotted lines below, cut out your very own character mask! Don’t forget to color!

Pro Tip: Use a piece of string to hold your mask on, or tape one end of a craft stick to the back for a handle!
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